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FOREWORD 
t is one of the many ironies of the past century that the celebration 
of Russian icons went hand in hand with a determined effort 
to eradicate the art of icon painting. In exchange for the icon's 
physical survival, Soviet ideology demanded a purging of its theological 
meaning and function, filling the void with content more palatable to a secular 
age. Histories written during that era tacitly accepted this state of affairs, taking 
for granted that the icon's home was now the museum and its relevance largely 
aesthetic and historical. 
In this important new history of the Russian icon, Irina Yazykova 
challenges this familiar picture in the light of our own historical moment. 
Far from withering away during the Soviet years, she affirms, the practice of 
painting icons survived underground and with the fall of Communism has 
emerged triumphant. The icon now stands on the threshold of a new epoch, 
and we are witnesses to the fervent search for an iconic language that reflects 
the realities of our own experience. 
So that we may see the icon once more in its entirety, the author invokes 
the centrality of the canon, the tradition of a precise language of visual signs 
by which the Orthodox believer experiences the presence of God. The icon 
preserves the canon by standing at the border between two worlds, awaken-
ing the viewer's spiritual vision through the workings of the physical eye. All 
icons are canonical when outer form and inner content harmonize, bringing 
the viewer face to face with the world of s·pirit in a state of prayerfulness. 
Like a heartbeat, eternal time flows through such icons, undisturbed by 
the restlessness of human time reflected in the history of continual stylistic 
change. 
X HIDDEN AND TRIUMPHANT 
Unlike other histories that make u.s passive observers of icons from a lost 
golden age, this book suggests that we take a more active engagement with 
icons if we are to reach a fuller understanding of their role in the past and 
their relevance for the future. The author teaches us to discern in all icons 
that state of equilibrium between the eternal and human, past and present, 
aesthetic and theological, that was temporarily disturbed by the upheavals 
of the last century. At once scholarly and impassioned, this wonderful book 
is more than another updated history. It is a guide to understanding the 
fullness of the icon's meaning by expanding the limits of our own vision, 
spiritual as well as physical. 
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